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How About Bingo?
Over $30,000 paid out nightly on Bingo and Instants
2- $1,000 Coveralls Go For Sure!
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Need Money For College?

Local Manufacturing Company now accepting
applications for FULL or PART TIME positions.

Flexible Hours!9oe

Great for school schedule!
Starting Pay: $7.00/hr +

(based on skill and experience)

Thursday, April 5

On--the--job Uocational Training

Looking for positive, team-oriented
people tor a variety of positions in ~

ourstate-of-the-art facility.
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»

pply in person at: Ali Industries, Inc.
611 Yellow Springs-Fairfield Road, Fairborn
(Just off 1-675 at the State Route 235 exit)
Ali Industries is a drug and smoke free facility!
Friendly, Multi-cultural environment

THINKING
ABOUTA DEGREE
IN BUSINESS?
The Raj Soin College of Business
at Wright State University offers
both undergraduate and
graduate degrees in business.

For more
information call:

775-2437
or visit us at

www.wright.edu/ coba
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WRIGHT STATE
UNIVERSITY

House of Representatives
meeting, 2-3 p.m. in E163
Student Union.
WSU Battle of the Bands
at 5:30 p.m. in the Nutter
Center. Featuring special
guest, O.A.R.
Gospel Explosion 2001
Panel discussion at 6:30 p.m.
in E156 Student Union
Lambda Union meeting at
7p.m.
Panhellenic Council
meeting at 10 p.m. in E157B
Student Union.
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Gospel Explosion 2001
guest speaker Bruce Moxley
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457 Dayton Ave.
Xenia,OH

Games Start at 7pm: Thursdays and Fridays
Looking for something different to do on Thursday and Friday nights?
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at 6:30 p.m. in E163 Student

Union.

Campus Crusade for
Christ at 8 p.m. in the Medical
Sciences Auditorium.

Friday, April 6

"Gold Plus" Concert
Series presents Prevailing
Winds Band Spectacular,
Student Union Multipurpose
Room, Tickets $5-$10.
Gospel Explosion 2001
Club Night at 6:30 p.m.
location TBA.

Saturday, April 7

Silent Saturday, sponsored by the Sinclair Community College MAC Club, 3-6

H' !
I

p.m. at the Fairfield Commons
Mall Food Court.

Sunday, April 8

Chamber Singers,
Westminister Presbyterian
Church, Dayton, TBA.
Gospel Explosion 2001
Gospel Showcase 7-10 p .m.
in the Multi-Purpose Room.

Monday, April 9

"Wright Word," in 100
Oak lounge at 6 p.m.

Tuesday,

April 10

The annual Peace
Leadership, presented by
three human rights activists
from Haiti, at 3:30 p.m. in 206
Fawcett Hall.

CAMPUS CRIME

Arson/Related Offenses

March 26: Criminal
damaging was reported in
parking lot 7.

Assault

March 29: A possible
menacing report was taken.

Larceny-Theft

March 16: A Beavercreek
resident reported a theft and
breaking and entering from
the Creative Arts Center.
March 25: A Yellow Spring
resident reported a theft and
vandalism from the Creative
Arts Center.

March 28: A theft from a
motor vehicle was reported in
parking lot 7.
March 28: A Spanish Fort
resident reported shoplifting
from the Student Union.
March 31: A Beavercreek
resident reported a theft from
the Student Union.
March 31: A Circleville
resident reported a theft from
the Student Union.

Offenses Against
Public Peace

March 28: A Dayton
resident reported telephone
harassment from Hamilton

Hall.
March 29: Disorderly
conduct was reported from the
Ervin J. Nutter Center.

Serve Outstanding
Warrant

March 28: A Fairborn
resident was taken to the
Fairborn City Jail.

Traffic

March 30: Driving under
the influence and failure to
drive in lane was reported
from Col. Glenn Highway at
University Boulevard.

News
Surgeon General

Wednesday, April 4, 2001 The Guardian
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The Campus Beat. Ears to the Ground.

report warns

female smokers
By Jessica Donham
Staff Writer

Women who smoke were
targeted in the latest report
by U.S. Surgeon General
David Satcher. It stated that
women account for 3 9
percent of all smokingrelated deaths each year in
the United States more
than double the figure
reported in 1965.
Along with an increased
risk of cancer, heart disease
and emphysema affecting all
smokers, women face special
risks. According to the
Surgeon General, these
include infertility, cervical
cancer, complications when
combined with birth control
pills, menstrual problems
and miscarriage risks.
Wendy McGonicgal,
director of Student Health
Services, is concerned over
"the increase in the number
of women starting to smoke.
As a result of the increase,
lung cancer is leading the
way in cancer deaths among
women."
College students are
being cautioned as well. The
current percent of national

college smokers is 28.2
percent, and it is rising.
Studies conducted by the
Harvard School of Public
Health commented that
colleges could do more to
help students resist their
smoking habit.
Dana (last name withheld), 20, has been smoking
"since I was old enough to

buy cigarettes," she said. "I

smoke about a pack a day.
I've tried quitting."
One study published in
the March issue of the Journal
of American College Health

reported that 81 percent of
604 four-year colleges sur-

Female college smokers are now at a higher risk for death, according to recent
reports. Dana, 20, has been smoking for two years and has no plans to quit. "You
have to want to quit yourself, not when someone tells you to quit," she said.

McGonicgal.
veyed prohibit smoking in
"If I was willing to quit
public places, but only 2 7
(smoking), I would probably
percent prohibit smoking in
try the program at the health
dorms entirely. It also found
center," said Dana. "But you
that 40 percent of college do
have to want to quit for
not offer programs to help
yourself, not because somestudents quit smoking.
one thinks you should."
Wright State is a part of
Another option for
the percentage taking a
students is to complete a sixproactive role in helping their week American Lung Associastudents.
tion Program, for a small fee.
"Student who wish to, can Alan McKelvey, pharmacist at
make a free appointment with the Frederick A. White Health
me at the Fredrick A. White
Center, conducts the program
HealthCenter to discuss
two to three times per year.
strategy, nicotine replaceFor more information, contact
ment and benefits," said
McKelvey at 775-3414.

The Numbers Up In Smoke
•

285,161 -youth projected to die
prematurely from smoking

@ 919,290 -number of youth exposed to
second-hand smoke in the home,

•
•

in 1998

19.527 -ayerage annual deaths related to

smoking, from 1990-1994
$2,494,060,000 -the 1993 medical costs
related to smoking

e $23t0 $82 million -annual expenditure for

babies' health problems caused by mothers
smoking or second hand smoke

Motor vehicle theft on rise
By Jessica Donham

Staff Writer

Motor vehicle theft has
more than doubled from
1997 to 1999, with 10 thefts
in 1997 to 25 thefts in 1999,
according to Wright State

University's self-reported

statistics to the U.S. Department of Education.
"Stereo's, CD's and
speakers are the most
common items stolen from
cars on campus," said David
Finnie, associate director for

Public Safety.

Finnie feels that Public

Safety's crime prevention

efforts are being inhibited by
the lack of campus police.
Two officers patrol the
campus on each shift.
"We are allotted enough
to have a staff of 18. Recently, three people were
hired, but we are still short
by two," said Finnie.
University parking lots
that are large and far away
from buildings, are the most
often hit by thieves. Parking
Lot 4 has the highest rate of
larceny-theft from motor
vehicles on campus, according to the September through
March crime reports.
Thieves can break into

cars using hangers, by
punching locks out or by
smashing windows. "By using
products such as 'The Club'
or a car alarm system, you

are deterring criminals. I advise putting
anything in their
way to slow them
down," said Finnie.

Tips to Prevent'Car Theft:
1 . Lock doors
2. Install a car alarm
3. Do not leave valuables in plain
view
4. Park in a lighted area
5. Remove detachable radio faces
6. Use "The Club" or other steering
wheel locking devices
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Chemical spill contained

By Josh Sweigart
Staff Writer

Students donned traditional garments to represent

specific nations at the International Friendship Affair.
The theme for the Atrium displays was wedding rituals
and customs. Wright State University President Kim
Goldenberg and Provost Perry Moore spoke at the
march of flags.
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Coming April 9th
pm, Multi-purpose Room
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The Fairborn Fire
Department and the Miami
Valley Regional Hazardous
Materials Response Team
responded to a reported
chemical spill in Gelman
Hall March 28. Officials
evacuated the building and
found a cracked bottle of
aluminum chloride.
The substance, commonly used by chemistry
students for organic synthesis, fumes in contact with
air. These fumes can be
toxic but were sucked out of
the building through the
room's hood system, which
is constantly running
vacuums in all chemistry
labs. The minor chemical
spill was deemed a "small
problem" by William Feld,
professor of chemistry, who
also responded to the call.
The incident began
when a maintenance worker
noticed something foaming
in 239 Gelman and called
Public Safety at 7:21 p.m.
Public Safety then called the
Fairborn Fire Department
who summoned the Hazardous Materials Response
Team for assistance.
Police and fire officials
went into each classroom
and evacuated the building.
Beth Perry was in class at
the time. "We were joking
about it," said Perry, a mass
communications major. "We
were excited to get out of
class. We were supposed to
be there until ten."
The situation was
quickly under control
according to Feld, and the
building was reopened at
9:15 p.m. "We use this
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Aluminum chloride caused an chemical explosion in
239 Oelman Hall last week.
chemical everyday. It was
simple to clean up," said
Feld.
"This being an after
hours occurrence is what
generated all of the attention," said Carl Day, Fairborn
fire marshall, saying that .
they were called only because
the normal contact person
couldn't be reached. "We
have a tendency to bring a lot

eederal
Job Fa;»r
[ploying
People with

lisabilities

Wright Patt
: Dept. of Energy

IRS

Featuring:
US Post Office

NAIC

Ohio EPA

FBI

DCAA

National Archives

Permanent, Full-time, Part-time, & Internships

Available

Some interviews will be conducted on-site!
I or further information

contact Jeff Vernooy at 775-5680.
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BETHLEHEM LUTHERAN
CHURCH AND SCHOOL
EASTER SUNDAY SERVICES, APRIL

"HE IS RISEN"

6:45 AM SUNRISE SERVICE

15, 2001

10:45 WORSHIP SERVICE
1240 SOUTH MAPLE AVENUE
FAIRBORN, OH

Church Office: 878-0651

School Office: 878- 7050
TDD ONLY: 878-8794

of equipment just to be safe
and hope we don't need any
of it," said Day.
Aluminum chloride is
ordered by the school in
small quantities and normally
depleted quickly, according
to Feld. The substance builds
up pressure over time and
this pressure is what may
have cracked the bottle.

Mate scoot teachers pEjperts call WSUcatalyst
can get master of.. .±.
science in teaching ['for economic growth
Jessica Donham
Staff Writer
Teachers who are
looking to update their
math and science skills will
soon be able to accomplish
their goal at Wright State

University.

A Master of Science in
Teaching (MST) degree
program is being added to
WSU curriculum for middle
school math and science

teachers.

strong research institutions
and well educated work
forces.
Sixty-five percent of the
"Wright State's unique
difference in growth rates
ability to foster human
between these communities
potential in the Miami Valley is
and others with slower
critical to the region's success
growing economies could be
in the knowledge economy of
attributed to their relative
Valley
residents
who
currently
the future," said Dr. Kim
strength in economy.
receive bachelor's degrees
Goldenberg, president of
Businessman Franz Hoge
from
state
institutions
Wright State, in response to a
agrees. "Dealing in
study released
today's complex
March 14 by the
business environInter-University
ment, continuing
"Nearly
half
of
Miami
Valley
residents
Council of Ohio.
education is a very
who currently receive bachelor's
In its "Ecoimportant ingredient
degrees from state institutions are
nomic Contribuin every field." said
tion Profile" the
graduates of Wright State-none of the
Hoge is a retired
council concludes
partner of
WSU has a
- Paul Serve, that
- Kim Goldenberg, Pricewaterhouse
significant ecoWSU President. Coopers and chairAssistant Dean of nomic impact on
man of the WSU
Miami Valley
Business Advisory
the College of the
and gives the
Board.
graduates
of
Wright
StateScience and region a competitive edge in
The Raj Soin College of
none of the university's peers
the high-technology marketBusiness has also supported
come
close,"
said
Goldenberg.
place.
the region by giving training
The university also draws
Over 300 businesses and
and professional assistance,
high tech companies into the
economic development
according to Hoge. "It teaches
region
to
take
advantage
of
organizations have used
people how to deal in the
these
resources.
"Universities
"Usually, it takes a year
Wright State resources to
have a profound impact on the international arena, which is
research international trade,
before a program is apsomething al most every
regional economy, said
and 2 5 companies have sent
proved. It was a surprise.
company deals with," said
Premus.
We are working hard to get
staff members for training
Hoge.
According
to
a
1999
the classes ready for next
leading to an International
"I'm not saying we
report
by
the
Milken
Institute,
fall," said Serve
Trade Certificate.
couldn't do more, we should
referenced
in
the
"Economic
Students enrolling in the
The university's existence
do more," said Premus. "I
Contribution Profile," metroMST program will have three helps the local economy in
think I see the college of
politan
areas
that
experienced
three main ways, according to
tracks to choose from. A
business becoming more
exceptional growth in high
math focus, a science focus
Robert Premus, professor of
involved with the local
technology
manufacturing
and
and a mixture of the two are economics. It establishes an
economy in the future."
service
sectors
since
1991
had
the options available to
employment base for well
them. Students must com-

·

"We are anticipating the
program to be available to
students by fall quarter of
2001," said Paul Serve,
assistant dean in the College of Science and Mathematics and professor of
chemistry.
The new degree is
aimed to give teachers the
math and science background they need to teach
in middle school children.
According to Serve the
new major program was
needed. "There has been a
shortage in middle school
math and science teachers.
So now others are having to
move up to fill the void,"
said Serve.
Teachers recognized
the necessity for a math and

science refresher. "During

our summer teaching
workshops, we have had
many [teachers] request a
program like this one. They
realize they need to sharpen
their math and science

skills," said Serve.

The Ohio Board of
Regents needs to approve a
new university major
program before it can be
offered to students. After a
pre-proposal, the MST
degree program was ac-

cepted immediately.

"These students

have already

been through
school. We are

hance what they
already know."

university's peers come close."

Mathmatics.

plete 48 credit-hours to earn
the masters degree.
"These students have
already been through
school. We are trying to
enhance what they already
know," said Serve.
The classes they will be
taking will be new. Technology and working with
computers will be a large
part of the program.

'ollege of 1Beauty

Student
Discount on
ALL purchases!

are -

trying to en-

(<«iye
lases

10%

paying jobs such as faculty
and staff, it generates ideas
for local companies through
training -and research and it
sends students into the local
workplace with degrees, skills
and knowledge.
"Nearly half of Miami

By Josh Sweigart
Staff Writer

WANT TO LEARN

HOW TO SHOOT ...

THE FUN WAY?
BASIC TO ADVANCED
AND WE SUPPLY
ALL GEAR.
RENOTT TRAINING

937-236-7234
email: renott@aol.com

Walk-ins or appointments.

Convenient day and evening hours.

t3.2? East Str»cop Bet.£eten, £kc» $£5t2#» {9st?) 293-s7
79

2MM! <240core# <Glenn @hows " 3Farrier, £#aia» «$.45.32$ 4247j «424--90«No

Come in for SPECIAL RATES

for WSU Students for

Your Spring 2001 Formal Dance!
Includes:

Coat, Pants, Shirt, Vest, and Shoes!
Get Prepared NOW!

2 Locations:
WSU Shoppes II, across from WSU:

2808 Colonel Glenn Hwy.

Fairborn, OH 45324

426-9080

Kettering, Dayton: 1827 East Stroop Rd.
Dayton, OH 45429

293-9779
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Student Government election
process begins with applications

Wednesday, April 4, 2001

The Student Government
election process is beginning with the submission of
applications for those
interested in holding a
position. Full time students
of at least two quarters and
good academic standing
may apply for president,
vice president, senator
positions representing the
academic colleges, commuter senator and residential senator.
To campaign for these
positions, a completed
application must be submitted to the Office of Student
Life by 5p.m. on April 6. All
confirmed applicants will be
placed on the election

ballot. No late applications
will be accepted. However,
write-in candidates are
permitted on election day.
The application consists
of position descriptions,
certification of candidacy,
petition for candidacy,
academic advisor letter,
campaign finance report,
and statement of understanding.
Those interested must
obtain the required number
of signatures-on the petition
for candidacy. "The Office
of Student Life verifies all
signatures," said Dan
Sullivan, student election
commissioner.
Academic advisors
confirm that the student is
full time, in good standing,
with two quarters as a

By Josh Sweigart

By Erin Runtz

By Erin Runtz

News Editor

•
•
•
,•
•

student.
After all of the approved
applications are received, a
candidate meeting is held to
explain the rules and regulations of campaigning, in
which the statement of
understanding is signed.
The campaign finance
report is due by the close of

the polls.

All other cabinet positions are appointed after
the new president and vicepresident has been elected.
They head a committee,
consisting of the old cabinet
members, to choose who
will fill the cabinet positions.
"There may be changes
to the process if we have
online elections," said
Sullivan. "We should find
out soon, any day now."

Fire alarm Election time for Student
sounds in Goverment house of
Allyn Hall representatives
Staff Writer

Fire alarms sounded

in Allyn Hall the morn-

ing of April 2, evacuating the building and
summoning the Fairborn
Fire Department.

Students waited

outside for

about 20

minutes while mainte-

nance workers discovered an air filter had

come loose and stirred
up a cloud of dust,
tripping the building's
smoke detectors,
The problem was
fixed and classes resumed.
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News Editor

The student body does
not elect all SG positions.
The speaker of the house,
while considered a SG
member, is elected internally among the organization representatives at the
April 16 house of representative meeting.
Those interested in
applying for the speaker of
the house must obtain a
criteria sheet from the
Office of Student Life. The
applicant's cover letter and
resume are due in Student
Life by 5 p.m. on April 11.
"The candidates will
give a five to IO minute talk

Teachers
Are you looking fora
progressive school distri
in which to begin your
career? Consider

Findlay City Schools,

a district of 6,350 student
located in northwest

die Ohio. We are truly a

community partnership
committed to
ademic excellence.

about who they are, why
they want the position and
what their goals are for the
year at the meeting," said
Lissa Stapleton, current
speaker of the house. The
elected speaker of the house
will be announced following
the written vote tally at the
meeting.
The house of representatives' office assistant
position is currently posted
with Career Services.
Stapleton, the new speaker
of the house and the current
office assistant will select
the new assistant.
The house of representatives is comprised of
representatives from registered campus organizations.

MAKE YOUR MOVE!!!

Tired of the campus

scene?

Make your move to
BRECKENRIDGE

APARTMENTS
We offer spacious two

bedroom apartments in a

peaceful, wooded setting.
o Minutes from WSU

o Washer/Dryer Hook-Ups
o Plenty of storage space

o Blue Ribbon Maintenance
CALL BRECKENRIDGE
TODAY!

879-1581

W ednesday, April
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Student dental health plan considered

programs. The majority of
international students are
covered by student health
insurance, according to
Student Health Services,
after meeting with a commit- Lyons.
Student Health Services
tee representing faculty and
solicits
bids from insurance
students, has decided to
providers
every few years to
investigate the feasibility of
maintain the best rates,
adding a dental plan to the
according to Jones. The
present student health
committee
was assembled to
insurance coverage.
get
student
and faculty
A committee met in
feedback on what should be
March with representatives
explored. Clarendon Nafrom Student Government,
tional Insurance Company
the Office of Residence Life,
presently
covers student
faculty, and the Center for
health
insurance
at Wright
International Education. The
State.
group decided that a dental
About 1100 students opt
plan would be encouraged if
for
student
health insurance
the prices were reasonable.
every
quarter
at the present
"It is a very expensive
rate
of
$161
per
quarter. In
benefit," said Marsha Jones, order to be eligible,
students
student health benefits
must
be
registered
for
at
coordinator.
least
six
credit
hours
or
they
"We're happy with what
must
have
had
insurance
the
we have and it would cost a
previous
quarter.
Internabit more for students to go
tional students and residento that, but people are
tial students must buy
interested to see how much
student health insurance if
it would cost," said Steve
they
cannot show proof of
Lyons, director of internacurrent
coverage.
tional student and scholar

By Josh Sweigart
Staff Writer

Students may use student health insurance for care at the health services center
located in Fredrick White Center, room 118.
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more fun on the internet

than porn

SUMMER JOBS
WITH
FREE HOUSING!!!
Full-Time
Employment,
Above Minimum Wage
Free Housing
In The Woods
Completion Bonus
Earn up to $3000+

for Summer!!!

•

For further information
call Jim or Chuck

at 775-4141
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Haring trouble getting car insurance?
ltt our young driver specialists get you
on the road..fast! Even if you've had a
~ or acridmt Call us first.
¢ 1ow down-payment

I

I
I
I
? Monthly payment plan
I
♦ Lilbi1ity or full converge
I
♦ 14-how' claim tmict
I
P Money-savingdiscounts
I
CALL TODAY POI A PREE
I
RATE QUOTE!
1288 N. Broad St. I
Fairborn, OH 45324 I
L 937-878-4674 J

---------

TAKE COU!EsT
MER AT COLUMBUS"STiTE
WHILE YOU'RE HOME, AND
LIGHTEN YOUR COURSE
LOAD IN THE FALL AND
WI"NT. E,R'f4 and programs, so you can knock
Wc_o_ ffi:
_·_:r

J;
. ·

•\,'-1lt1Cf!,. .' (»_•·{'.OU
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off some core graduation requirements or prercs}
uisites in your major while you're home.Our
short termcourses let you squccze in a full-credit
<lass infour to six wcxcks, which means yru may
have plenty of tin: to take more than one course
and still enjoy your summer
And, thanks to the arrangxmcnts we have with
your school, the xouurscs you takc can transfer
with full credit So you can be ahead whcr
you go bw.:k.
Call us or visit our website for more informa-

tion. And lighten up for the fall.
Check withyour
aaClemnuc: advisor
to select the

Apply and register now

ned.
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Education that WORKS.

at www.cscc.edu

1-800-621-6407

614-287-5353
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Editorial

Our policy on paid advertising

April 4, 2001
Issue No. 22, Vol. 36

Political ads: lip service for bigotry or free speech?

Editor in Chief Stephanie Irwin
News Editor Erin Runtz
Scene Editor Leslie Benson
Opinions Editor Don Bruce
Sports Editor Jason Seaman
Managing Editor Alf Butler
Copy Editor Fred Marion
Chief Photographer J.D. Giffin
Arts Director Paul Kulis
Advertising Manager Brittany

Over the last few
weeks, college newspapers around the country have been mired in
a controversy very close
to their hearts: freedom of speech. ·
The debate was
sparked when an
advertisement entitled
'Ten Reasons Why
Reparations for Slavery
is a Bad Idea-and
Racist Too" was sent to
50 college newspapers.
The ad, paid for by

Stewart

Ad Graphics Manager Nicholas

Weldy

Production Assistant Dawn

Saunders

Advertising Reps

-Stephanie

Lung,ReneeJohnson,Rebecca
Weldy
Staff Writers - Tony Arnold,
Jessica Donham, Russell
Florence, Justin Ross,
Josh Sweigart, Shaun Tubbs,

Staff Photographers

conservative commen-

- Heather

Skinner, Justin Garman
Faculty Mentor Dr. Jeff John
Student Media Coordinator Tim
Mohrhaus

The Guardian is printed weekly during the regular

school year. It is published by students of Wright State
University in Dayton, Ohio. Editorials without bylines

reflect the majority opinion of the editorial board.
Views expressed in columns, cartoons and advertisements are those of the writers, artists and advertis-

ers.

The Guardian reserves the right to censor or reject advetrising copy in accordance with any present
or future advertising acceptance rules established
by The Guardian. All contents contained herein are
the express property of The Guardian. Copyright priv-

leges revert to the writers, artist and photographers

of specific works after publication. Copyright

2000 The Guardian, Wright State University. All rights

reserved. First issue free. Additional copies may be
requested for $.50 each.

Letters to the Editor

. The Guardian encourages letters
to the editor and commentary pieces
from students, faculty, administrators
and staff
. Letters should be typed, have the
writer's printed full name, address,
daytime phone, major and class
standing (if applicable)
. Deadline for submissions is 5
p.m. on the Friday preceeding the next
issue
. Letters should be kept to 500
words or less
. All letters are subject to editing
for space and content
• Letters which duplicate others
may be omitted
• When responding to another
letter, refer to the date and headline
• Quotes that cannot be confirmed
will not be used

E-mailguar dianoped@hotmail. com

Guardian Phone Numbers
Advertising: 775-5537
Fax: 775-5535

Editor in Chief: 775-5540

News/Sports: 775-5538

..,_

Scene: 775-5538

Opinion

___

tator David Horowitz,
set forth Horowitz's
argument against the
debated topic of paying
reparations to the black
descendents of American slaves. Of the 50
schools that received
the ad, 21 rejected it
and nine printed it.
So a paid advertisement with a political
view was printed in a
college newspaper.
What is so unusual
about this? Nothingexcept that afterwards,
three newspapers were

called racist, and minority
groups demanded apologies
from the editors. One hundred protestors stormed the
office of the WisconsinMadison paper, but it refused
to apologize. Neither did the
Brown Daily Herald at Brown
University, although all 4,000
copies of its papers were
stolen from newsstands. The
papers at UC-Berkeley and
UC-Davis promptly apologized for "a grievous mistake."
Newspapers who printed
the ad were called "racist
propaganda machines" (as
one editor put it), and newspapers that rejected the ad
were accused of censorship.
So what is the right
decision-to print or not to
print? Good question.
The decision should
actually be an easy one:
Horowitz's ad was a PAID
ADVERTISEMENT. Accepting a
paid advertisement is usually
a no-brainer: print it, they
paid for it. Only when something is illegal, libelous or
blatantly false are ads rejected. For example, many
newspapers have recently

received an ad denying the
occurrence of the Holocaust
a recorded historical event.
So newspapers (including The
Guardian) have rejected the
ad because the statement is a
contradiction of fact. Under
this pretense, newspapers
should print Horowitz's adthough it deals with a controversial issue , it does nothing
illegal.
But the decision is not so
black-and-white. Many
readers consider the ad to be
hate-speech, and to them,
providing space for such an
idea-paid or not--is providing lip service for bigotry,
something newspapers are
obviously not supposed to
do.
There is no right decision
regarding running the ad.
Newspapers have several
responsibilities:
• To maintain a line between editorial content and
advertising (for example, it
would be unethical to kill an
article because an advertiser
asked us to).
• To consider the sensitivities of its audience. Will the
newspaper lose readers,
possibly affecting the con-

Letters to the Editor

Sometimes it is
difficult to stumble upon
a moral person with a
kind, honest heart.
Enraged small
children cause terror
and tragedy at elementary schools across the
nation.
Romantic couples
submit themselves to
temptation by appearing
on network television.

while a stream of students
depart from campus, and
friends and acquaintances
offer warm smiles and
friendly hellos, I am convinced Wright State radiates a
welcome feeling to all those
who are affiliated.
I personally want to
thank the entire university
community for making
Wright State a distinguished
university. I also want to

When I returned home
after class, I received the
message about my missing
cell phone and within four
hours my phone was back in
my hands .
I was delighted to have
my phone returned, but I was
more than happy to know I
can trust my noble peers at
Wright State. I decided to
write this letter because I was
determined to thank you and

moral behavior and
excuse the sinister

inspired me to write this
letter.

performed similar deeds.
I am proud to be a part of
the Wright State community

behavior of others.

Wright State may also
have a few bad seeds, but
I have yet to encounter
one of them.
Everyday chivalrous
gentlemen open doors
for young ladies like
myself, commuter
drivers patiently halt

specially thank the young
lady or gentleman who

Recently,Ilost my cell
phone in one of the lecture

halls in Oelman Hall. One of
the kind souls at WSU discovered my phone and promptly
brought it to the chemistry
office where the secretaries
diligently called names in my
phone book to locate the
owner of my phone .

• Commercial advertising 15

protected by the first amendment
Though The Guardian
has not received David
Horowitz's ad (yet), what
would it do? To print or not
to print ... based on its own

policy and considering the
guidelines listed above, The
Guardian would never rejec
any ad simply because it is
controversial or offers a

different point of view. The
Guardian would ONLY reje©

the ad as the result of a
business decision (potential f
theft of newspapers or loss 0
advertising).

Because The Guardiarl

Honest folks on campus
And, political figures
conceal their own im-

tinuation of its existence?
Will advertisers no longer
purchase ads if offended,
causing the paper to lose
money? Will people steal
newspapers in protest,
forcing the paper to pay the
high cost of reprinting the
paper?
There are rules, a Supreme Court decision, and
ethical decisions involved in
accepting advertisements:
• Newspapers, as private
entities (including newspa
pers of state schools like
Wright State) have the legal
right to reject advertising at
any time for any reason.
.

has upheld its legal right to
print similarly-controversial
PAID ads in the past such as
anti-abortion leaflet inserts
and classified ads listing

abortion services, The Guard
ian would, in fact, print

Horowitz's advertisement.
It is not newspapers'

responsibility to decide wha

is politically correct-they al°

a marketplace for ideas in
their opinions pages, and
bastions of free speech in
their objectivity in content.

Judgments are left up to the

readers.

A newspaper deciding

t

others like you who have

to print an ad simply becaus©
the staff disagrees with the

where finding a moral person

business implications that
may impact the bottom line/
would be detrimental to free

with a kind, honest heart is
not very difficult.

content (leaving out the

speech, and would erode the
newspaper's role in demo©

racy. "The most dangerous

form of censorship is the 0

Mindy Homan
Sophomore

Communication Studies

we impose

on ourselves." ·t

(Stephen Engelberg, journal
1998),
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Students' reaction defeat their purpose

Reparations ad makes valid points against payments to slave descendents
that one of the reasons they
are attending college is to
study, learn, and judge the
opinions of others, whether
they agree with them or not?
Horowitz makes comments such as there is no
single group to be blamed for
the crime of slavery and that
There has been a contro- there is no reason for immigrant Americans, who came to
versy erupting on college
the United States after slacampuses throughout the US
very, to be forced to contribover the past month. An
ute their tax dollars toward
advertisement by former 60s
reparations.
leftist-radical turned rightHis arguments, to the
wing crusader, David
chagrin
of those who commit
Horowitz, has caused normal
criminal
acts to keep others
college students to turn into
from reading and judging for
rampaging thugs out to
themselves, are not inflammacensor free speech.
tory. They are definitely worth
Students have stolen
the consideration of anyone
papers from campuses,
who is genuinely interested in
campus newspaper editors
an open public debate about
have apologized for running
the concept of reparations.
"racist propaganda," and
The students who restudents at Berkley, where
spond
so angrily are merely
Horowitz once attended,
doing
a
disservice to their
staged a 200-person protest
own
cause.
Does no one
group to shout over
remember the WTO riots in
Horowitz when he came to
Seattle last year? The messpeak.
sages of those against the
The issue behind this
world
trade groups were lost
ruckus is an advertisement,
paid for by Horowitz, listing
ten reasons reparations
should not be paid to
African-Americans as atonement for slavery.
Horowitz's ad is in
response to the proponents
of reparations who are
calling for a lump sum
Commentary
by
Don Bruce

payment to African-Ameri-

cans, by the US government,
as a settlement for the once
legal institution of slavery.
This payment would be
made to either all AfricanAmericans regardless of
their ability to prove that
they are indeed descendents
of former slaves or under
another proposal to those
who could prove they are
descendents of slave ancestors.
Sounds racial, doesn't it?
It is, but unfortunately for
the crazed masses protesting
and wailing about the "racist
propaganda," it is not racist.
Horowitz, writing from

his right-wing viewpoint,

builds a solid argument
against reparations, without
being offensive or racist. He
builds an argument based
upon facts with some

twisting of statistics, but

nowhere in his advertisement
does he stoop to race baiting.
What could Horowitz be
saying in order to cause
students to forget the fact

among the smashed windows
of Starbucks and the looting
of shops.
Public rage or destruction
does not help any cause.
Neither does using the same
tactics that 60s segregationists would have used, such as
stealing newspapers.
The proper way to
counter Horowitz's arguments
is to read and understand the
reasoning behind what
Horowitz is stating.
Two thousand years ago, a
Chinese general named Sun
Tzu wrote a commentary on
military strategy, which is
now called "The Art of War."
It was used as a guide by
Samurai of Japan and is read
in the U.S. by businessmen
and scholars and is widely
considered one of the most
authoritative texts on strategy
ever written.
In his text, Sun Tzu
discusses the keys to defeating your enemy. I point out to
all of you would-be-rebels out
there the specific phrase, "If
you know the enemy and know
yourself, you need not fear the

result of a hundred battles. If
you know yourself but not the

enemy, for every victory
gained you will also suffer a

defeat. If you know neither the
enemy nor yourself, you will

succumb in every battle."

Those people who attempt to strongarm out of
public view those they disagree with do not understand
strategy.
By reacting as common
thugs, the students have
caused Horowitz's message to
be broadcast around the
world as newspapers and
radio and television stations
pick up the story about angry
college kids and invariably
reprint at least a portion of
what Horowitz had to say.
I do not agree with
Horowitz's argument. However, I do strongly believe that
it is through the process of
open and honest debate that
our country moves forward.
It has become all too
common on America's campuses to shout down those we
do not agree with or to censor
ideas that we may not ap-

prove of because someone
may be off ended.
Damn it, you need to be
off ended. Life is not some
touchy-feely game where
every one needs to be content
with who they are or what
they believe. People who wish
to live within that soundproof
box of a life are condemning
themselves to ignorance.
I am off ended by the
uneducated unruliness seen
on college campuses this past
month, and I am further
off ended by members of the
college press bowing to the
pressure of mere thugs.
The press is to be above
reproach, but the apologies
given by some student
newspaper editors for running
the advertisement, or the
excuses given by some for not
running it, are clear signs that
the college press has lost its
back bone and its objectivity.
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CAMPUS SHUTTLE SCHEDULES 2000 - 2001

MON. - THURS. UNTILTO:05PM / FRI. UNTIL 6:05PM

.ROUTE 1

7:30

LOT20

7:40
7:50

1:10

1:30

8:00
8:10

1:40
1:50
2:.00

8:30

2:20

8:20
8:40
8:50
9:00

9:10

9:20

9:30
9:40

9:50

10:00

10:10

10:20
10:30

1 1:00

7:10

11:10
11 :20
11 :40
12:00
12:20
12:30

12:50

9:25

9:3 5

9:30
9:50

ROUTE 2
HAMILTON FOREST COLLEGE

HALL / SU

7:15

8:00
8:45
9:30

10:15

LANE

7:20
8:05
8:50

9:35

11 :00

10:20
11:05

12:30

12:35

1 1:45

1:15

11 :50

1:20

2:05

2:00
2:45

2:50

4:15

4:20

3:30
5:00

5:45
6:30

3:35

5:05
5:50
6:35

PARK

7:25

8:10
8:55
9:40

10:25

11 :10
11 :55
12:40
1 :25

2:10
2:55

3:40
4:25
5:.10
5:55
6:40

7:30

8:15

10:30

11 :15
12:00
12:45
1 :30

2:15
3:00

3:45
4:30
5:15

6:00

6:45

HAMIL TON FOREST COLLEGE

HALL /SU

LANE

2:00
3:00
4:00

2:05
3:05,
4:05

6:25
7:25

6:30
7:30

8:25

8:30

PARK
2:10
3:10
4:10

6:35

7:35

8:35

6:40
7:40

8:40

5:25
6:10

6:55

10:05

LOT 20

t 3@ il le
y y le ·lle yil» ·le
9le ·oe e le oil oike
r lr ile ail ale e

le of we -Me he
oe k ole le le
le oe ale le- ·oleo?
ill: le- le oile le le:
A a ill lr le·lb;
»he l e Me hie ale

3:15

4:00
4:45
5:30
6:15

le 9le le kle le le

MCUN

GYM
7:50

8:35
9:20

10:05
10:50

11 :35

12:20

1:05

1:50
2:35

3:20

4:05
4:50
5:35

6:20

9l: le le ill le ·-le

SATURDAYS ONLY

2:20
3:20

4:20
6:45

7A5

8:45

HALL
7:40
8:25

440

WOODS

3:15
4:15

MILLETT

3:55

5:20
6:05
6:50

9:05
9.:25
9:45

FRIDAY UNTIL 6:55 PM!

3:10

4:35

8:25
8:45

12:35
12:45

11 :25
12:10
12:55
1:40
2:25

2:20
3:05
3:50

7:45

8:10

11 :55

10:40

1:35

7:25

11:35

9:55

12:05
12:50

6:05

Ahr al Ai i

11 :15
11 :25

9:10

9:50
10:35
11 :20

5:25
5:45

1O:55
11:05

1:05

VILLAGE PINE HALL
2:15

10:25
10:35
10:45

9:35

7:35

3:45

4:05
4:25
4:45
5:05

10:05

9:55

PINE HALL

3:15

10:15

9:15

WOODS

ROUTE 3

3:25

12:15

8:20
9:05

9:00
9:45

9:35
9:155

8:20
8:35
8:55

MONDAY -

VILLAGE

9:15

9:55

7:55

12:25

2:45

2:55
3:05

9:25

7:15
7:35

12:35
12:55

2:35

8:55
9:05

5:55

12:05

8:30
8:50
9:10

8:45

·iMg l Ni g

11:45

8:30

2:05
2:15
2:25

8:35

5:35

10:45
10:55
11 :05
11 :15
11 :25

7:50

8:25

5:15

10:35

1:25
1:45
1:55

8:15

3:55
4:15
4:35
4:55

9:55
10:05
10:15
10:25

7:30

2:05
2:15
2:25

3:35

9:45

4:50
5:10

8:05

2:45
2:55
3:05
3:15

9:15

3:00
3:10
3:30
3:50
4:10
4:30

1:4 5

2:35

8:45
8:55
9:05

MCLIN GYM

7:55

1 :55

8:35

2:50

7:45

1 :15
1:35

7:55
8:05
8:15
8:25

2:30
2:40

·40:40

MILLETT

7:45

2:10

5:30
5:50

10:50

7:35

DROP OFF ONLY -- NO PICKUPS FOR THESE RUNS

IMEIJER

2:25

3:25
4:25
G:50
z:5O

9:00

OFFICE

DEPOT

2:35

3:35

4:35
7:00

8:00

9:15

MALL

FOOD CI
2:50
3:50

4:50
7:15

8:15
9:30

SHUTTLES RUN ONL y WHILE CLASSES ARE IN SESSION AND DURING FINALS WEEK.
NO SHUTTLE DURING BREAKS OR
ALL SHUTTLES ARE WHEELCHAIR ACCESSIBLE.
NO CHARGE FOR ROUTES 1 OR 2.
$1 CHARGE EACH WAY FOR ROUTE 3 (EXACT CHANGE PLEASE).

UNIVERSITY-OBSERVED HOLIDAYS

.
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[-iv] Riding the wind on the seat of a Harley

Poet, biker, Wright State teaching assistant wins major poetry award

By Michael Altvater
Staff Writer

One look tells you that
James "Colorado" Sky is not
your average Wright State
teaching assistant.
He comes to campus
sporting a faded, black
leather biker jacket. The worn
leather matches the straps on
his ancient-looking leg brace,
which he must wear due to
multiple motorcycle accidents. Tattoos adorn his
body, everywhere from his
limbs to his ear lobes. An eye
patch stretches across his
face, remnant of a car accident.
The man looks like he has
been through two tours of a
war, which he has. Some
might say that he looks like a
man who has spent many
years cruising America on a
motorcycle, which he has. A
Wright State student might
even pin him as a homeless
wino, which has happened.
A teaching assistant for
the English program, Sky has
proved that you shouldn't
judge a book by its cover.
On March 11 the poet
bagged the Cambridge Poetry
Award for his war chronicle

"First Light." In the past, Sky

earned the Macmillan Award
and Silver Spoke Award, and
was a two-time winner of the
Eberhart Award. Colorado
was also offered a fellowship
for the National Endowment

He says they were helpful in
explaining the "do's
don'ts" of on-campus living,
and rates the department as
"top shelf."

for the Arts, which he turned
down.
Sky says his poem "First

and'

Light," chronicles a day in

Vietnam. In it he takes a
number of different events
and strings them together to
represent what he calls a
metaphorical day. In the
poem that took "10 years and
45 minutes" to write, Sky
draws on his experiences
during two tours of duty in
the Vietnam War. The recipient of three Purple Hearts,
Sky says the poem was a form
of therapy and gave him the
opportunity to purge his
thoughts and feelings.
Wright State owes the
honor of being in the poet's
company due to its proximity
to the East Coast. He calls
himself a "native New Englander" and he wanted to
stay as close to home as
possible.
After graduating from
Franklin-Pierce College in
1997 and Cape Cod Community College in 1999, Sky
applied to five universities in
pursuit of his master's
degree, and Wright State was
the closest to the New England area. Sky hopes to
complete his degree in June
of this year.
Sky's arrival at Wright
State was mired in complication.
"They [Wright State]
screwed up my housing," he
said. "I spent the first six

Sky's perspective comes

not just from university
E experiences, but from life
~ experiences. He is one of the

Z founders and a former
'E national secretary for the
£ Highway Poets Motor Cycle
~ Club. The group offers
~ membership for those who

> both ride motorcycles and

~ have been published prof es-

5 sionally.
:

Just months after the

® club's conception, Sky was

Poet James "Colorado" Sky
works as an English teaching
assistant at Wright State.
weeks living in my car."
Though many students or
employees might balk at the
thought of such
homelessness, Sky acknowledges that he was angry, but
adds, "I don't quit that easy. I
was a marine. You want me
dead, you have to kill me."
Since then, Sky has
moved into more comfortable
living conditions in Tipp City.
As a result of spending
the better part of a quarter
living in what he calls "various, sundry places in and
around campus," Sky holds a
favorable opinion of Wright
State Public Safety officers.

involved in a collision with a
pickup truck while riding his
motorcycle. Among the
injuries he suffered were a
fractured sternum, a concussion, a subdural hematoma
and two fractured vertebrae.
After spending weeks in a
hospital and months at home
confined to a wheelchair, Sky
found time to write. From
1996 to 1997 his work was
published at least once a
month. That does not include
the number of greeting card
concepts he sold in order to
pick up "spare change." He
also worked as a staff writer
for the Harley Rendezvous
Express, which sponsors a
weekend-long motorcycle
event.
Further adding to the
teaching assistant's life
experiences outside of the

classroom is his time spent at
various correctional institutes
throughout the world. The
time he served in a Massachusetts prison for 6 counts of
assault and battery led him to
coordinate a Junior College
program within a correctional

institute.

Sky's unconventional
looks are anything but
ordinary, and so are his
classroom abilities, say his
students. Sky boasts high
attendance rates among
them.
Sophomore nursing
student Justin Ross explained, "If you had a problem, he made it his business
·tO fix it." Ross said that Sky
took time out of the class-

room to meet with students

one-on-one. Out of 25 students in the English 101 class
that he taught, 17 followed
Sky to his English 102 class
afterwards.
"I figure I must be doing
something right," Sky said.
Sky's departure from
Wright State will come sooner
rather than later. As he
leaves, the future of this

biker-poet seems as wide

open as some of the roads on
which he has traveled. In life
the poet seeks balance, on the
road the biker seeks an
intimacy with his surroundings. Despite what the future
holds, Colorado said he'll be
riding and writing until, "they
wind me in my shroud."

[@» vi]Zeuxis and the still life projects at WSU

By Shaun Tubbs
Staff Writer

The Wright State University Art Galleries are set to
present a truly dynamic art
exhibition in still life.
The Still Life/Zeuxis
Group Exhibition, featuring
various still life arrangements, will serve as the focal
point for study by Wright
State students and artists.
The exhibit functions in
two parts.
The first being the Zeuxis
Group exhibit of still life
renderings featuring work
from 27 artists, most notably
Wayne Thiebaud and his wellknown work, "Four Cup-

cakes."

In ancient Greece, the still
life's of the painter Zeuxis
were unanimously prized for
their lifelike qualities. Like
the painter, the artists of the
Zeuxis Group strive for such
quality in their own work.
Each artist in the group
continually pushes themselves and their work in an
effort to outdo no one but
themselves.
In the second part of the

exhibit, "The Still Life Project,"

seven notable artists have
constructed several still life
arrangements for display.
This was done to encourage artists and visitors to
take advantage of an opportunity to add some of their own
work to an ever-expanding

salon-style exhibition.
Each work will be rendered from the arrangements
on display and will remain on
view during the exhibition's
run.

In "Still Life," allegory and

metaphor are embedded not,
necessarily, in stories of
religion and myth, but in the
objects, tools and sustenance
of our daily lives.
The painter's lunch may
serve as the morning's motif
and his supper as the
afternoon's.
The palettes, bottles and
brushes of the studio may
become objects for meditation on the traditions, subjects and processes of
painting itself.

The exhibit was created
to express to individuals how
we are unable to see things
independent of their roles in
human rituals.
Today, in our buttonpushing world, where there is
less and less of a connection
to the objects with which we
surround ourselves and use
daily, still life is a way for
artists to explore familiar
household objects and to
reinvent those things with
meaning.
"Still life painting is not a
minor genre or the academic
honoring of a tradition from
our past. It is a way for all of
us to reengage in a very direct
way with our present," said

Lance Esplund, Zeuxis

painter.
"By allowing others to
take part in the exhibit's
presented artwork, they can
have a better appreciation of
artistic style of still life as
well as their own creative
talents," said Park.
The exhibit will be on
display in the University Art
Galleries, located in the
Creative Arts Center, through
May 6.
The exhibit is open and
free to the public. Gallery
hours are Tuesday through
Friday 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. and
Saturday through Sunday
noon to 5 p.m.
For more information,
call Penny Park at (937) 7752978.

La] 201g hip-hop: You only live once
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Lake Entertainment, released
their second compilation,

"Y3K Compliant," at the end

of March.
Simple, yet stylized,
repetitive electronic accompaniment parallels strong vocal
rhymes and rhythms, which
add to the various musicians'
Midwest hip-hop sound.
2010 Music, which
formed during the summer of
1998, includes a diverse
By Leslie Benson
Arts and Entertainment
Editor

Wright State studentbased hip-hop record label
2010 Music, a division of Erie

group of musicians such as

the soft and sensual female

group Amor, featuring
communications majors Kim
Giles and Brandi Johnson; the
urban hip-hop artists of
D.L.O.W.; the unique antics of

COLLEGE
DAYS
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JV;;
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sANJ)
JII'-~- .
*

SAVE $18.00

Liaison, featuring producer
and WSU junior financial
services major Michael
Valentine, Tim Layne and
Brian Alls; the catchy beats of
Charles "The Great" Howard

and the raw mixing tech-

niques of the remaining
producers and WSU junior
business and financial

services majors Deshawn
"Shang-Soon" Cousette and

Kevin Banks of D.L.O.W.,
Jason Watkins and Dewayne
Badley.
Other individuals that
helped in the creation of

"Y3K Compliant" include

songwriter Adina Ivey, bassist
Rob Williams, guitarist Scott
Bailey, artist Will Banks and
roadie Ron Smith. Without
every contributing artist the
album would not have come
together so smoothly.
The independent 2010
company controls all of its
operations, leading to less
musical restriction and more
musical freedom.
"The theme behind 'Y3K
Compliant' is that our music
is timeless, and 1,000 years

from now it will still be hot,"
said Valentine.
Although the label seems
highly confident about their
specific sound, they respect
all forms of music.
"We feel that it is essential that musicians have an
open mind to all types of
music," said Valentine.
During last summer, 2010
presented their music to
another culture by performing a concert in Curitciba,
Brazil.
"Brazilians really love
American music. However,
the Brazilian Government
outlaws rap music in most
cities due to anti-government
messages," said Valentine.
"Although they could hardly
understand a word we were
saying, our audience got
really rowdy. We signed 200
autographs that night."
According to Valentine,
the record label hopes to sell
100,000 units of their new
album in Ohio by the end of
this year.
For more information,

visit www.2010-music.com.

First Watch Restaurant
NOW HIRING!

LOCATED AT 2614-A COLONEL GLENN HWY.
(ACROSS FROM THE NUTTER CENTER)

431-9150

April 7, 8, 14, 15, 21, 22, 28, 29;

ACCEPTING APPLICATIONS FOR:
-COOKS

Student Discount Admission $21.99

DAYTIME ONLY RESTAURANT, SMOKE-FREE

May 5,6, 12, 13, 19, 20, 25, 26, 27, 28,
29, 30, 31; June 1, 2, 2001
(General Admission $39.99)

-SERVERS
-BUSERS/DISHERS

ENVIRONMENT
COMPETITVE WAGES, TUITION REIMBURSEMENT,

401-K!

APPLY IN PERSON AFTER 2PM

. , , ,e::.:::::::...----~

Female pop
icon on fire

Debelah Morgan
By Michael Altvater
Staff Writer

With the pop world being
dominated by wonder-women
Christina, Britney, Mandy and
Jessica, it would be easy to
put Debelah Morgan in the
same genre.
Though Morgan tours
with boy-band 98 Degrees,
this singer/songwriter/
producer brings something
different to the stage.
Currently, Morgan's most
recognizable work is "Dance
with Me" from her newest
album of the same name. The
song actually contains
sampled elements from the
1950s Broadway musical "The

Pajama Game."

Though in recent years

samplers have been stigma-

tized as rip-off artists,
Morgan and her crew are
anything but.

The "Dance with Me"

album flip-flops from upbeat
dance tunes to soulful love
songs.·
While none of the songs
are likely to become instant
chart-toppers, most are, at
least, entertaining.
In the world of mass
produced, cookie cutter
music, it is refreshing to see a
motivated, young talent
competing with her corporate, pop-icon counterparts.

SPEAKER OF THE
HOUSE ELECTIONS

Looking for LEADERSHIP EXPERIENCE,
want to meet NEW PEOPLE,
looking for an opportunity to MAKE A DIFFERENCE?

Then ...

Come pick up a criteria sheet in the Student Life Office for
Speaker of the House Elections and turn in your cover
letter and resume by April 11th
to the Student Life Office, x5570.
Questions please call Lissa Stapleton, x5504

yg! 'West Side Story' at Victoria/Refusing
Wednesday, April

Staff Writer

"West Side Story" ex-

plodes on the Victoria Theatre stage during a powerful
collaboration of some of
Dayton's major performing
arts organizations.
The musical represents
an exciting cooperative event
for the Victoria Theatre
Association, the Human Race
Theatre Company and the
Dayton Ballet Association.
Dayton Philharmonic's Neal
Gittleman, conducting a 17member orchestra, will
collaborate with other nationally renowned creative
talents.
Based on a conception by
Jerome Robbins, a book by
Arthur Laurents, music by
Leonard Bernstein and lyrics
by Stephen Sondheim, "West
Side Story" was originally
produced on Broadway by
Robert E. Griffith and Harold
S. Price.
The musical and dance
triumph sets the ageless tale
of Shakespeare's Romeo and
Juliet against the backdrop of

"'West Side Story1
is, hands-down, the
greatest Broadway
show ever made and
maybe one of the best
theatre pieces of all
time."
- Neal Gittleman,
conductor of the Dayton
Philharmonic Orchestra

New York City gang warfare
in the late 1950s.
Telling the tragic tale of
two star-crossed young
lovers, this American masterpiece is a skillful weave of
realism and fantasy that casts
an enduring spell.
The highly talented cast
includes four professionals
from New York with marquee
roles, 20 Dayton Ballet
professional dancers, five
local professional actors and
nine acting students from
Wright State University's
professional training program.

"This collaboration is a
prime example of the creative
energy that exists in the
Miami Valley," said Kevin
Moore, Executive Director of
the Human Race Theatre
Company. "The combined
talents of the Dayton Ballet,
Human Race professional
artists, Wright State musical
theatre students, area professional musicians and Broadway performers make this a
truly unique project."
Stephen Mills, artistic
director of Ballet Austin, was
invited to produce all new
choreography for the show.
Award-winning costume
designer Lowell Mathwich
created unique and vividly
colorful costumes reflecting
the production's gritty
innocence.
Twenty professional
dancers from Dayton Ballet
were given additional vocal
training provided through a
grant from the Allegro Fund
of the Dayton Foundation.
Dayton native Dick Block,
currently the chair of theater
design at Carnegie Mellon

University in Pittsburgh, is on
board as scenic designer. Mr.
Block conceptualized a new
set design, freshening the
universal message of "West
Side

Story."

"'West Side Story' is,
hands-down, the greatest
Broadway show ever made
and maybe one of the best
theatre pieces of all time,"
said Mr. Gittleman.
The Sharks and Jets of
"West Side Story" rumble onto
the stage at the Victoria
Theatre through April 15.
Ticket prices range from $ 2 6
to $ 51. They are available by
calling (937) 228-3630.
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to exhale
By Shaun
Tubbs
Staff Writer

Dubbed "Refusing to
Exhale" by director Gary
Hardwick, "The. Brothers"

traces the hilarious journey

of four African-American men
as they take on love, sex,
friendship and two of life's
most terrifying prospectshonesty and commitment.
Successful, intelligent, and
refined, Jackson Smith
(Morris Chestnut), Brian
Palmer (Bill Bellamy), Derrick

West (D.L. Hughley) and Terry

White (Shemar Moore) are The
Brothers - lifelong friends
banded together to weather
love's innate terrors and
occasional triumphs in this
comedic, yet painfully true
exploration of the battle
between the sexes.
Amidst the career track,

See "Brothers" p.14

GET INVOLVED IN STUDENT GOVERNMENT!

ELECTIONS FOR 2001-2002 WSU STUDENT GOVERNMENT - April 24-26
Te,

Applications for positions are available in the Student Government office
or Office of St:udent Life in the Student Union
The deadline to turn in completed a] ilications has been extended to Friday, April 6, 2001
.P.·

President and Vice-President Ticket
&

Commuter Senator

1] Senate Positions:

College of Liberal Arts

Residential Senator
Raj Soin College of Business
School of Medicine
College of Nursing and Health
College of Engineering and Computer Science
Qualifications for Candidates

School of Graduate Studies

College of Science and Math
School of Professional Psychology
College of Education and Human Services

% All candidates must be currently enrolled as a full-tire student at Wright State University and have completed at east '2
quarters at WSU.
4 All candidates must have at least a 2.0 cumulative grade point average and be in good standing with the university.
4 Candidates must have application packets completed by Friday, April 6, 2001 at 5:00 p.m. in the Office of Student Life. No
late applications will be accepted.
4 Candidates must be a member of the group represented by the Senate position (i.e., Commuter Senator must be a commuter
student at WSU. Liberal Arts senator must be a student in the College of Liberal Arts).
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"Brothers" continued
basketball and bar hopping,
The Brothers love as many
women as possible, but
because of a shocking revelation their friendship is put to
the test changing their dating
habits forever.
The story begins with an
emergency meeting of the
foursome at their local bar:
reformed playboy Terry has
decided to tie the knot.
The rest of the guys use
Terry's frightening news as a
leaping off point to work
through their own romantic

deserve him anyway. As his
friends weather the storms of
their own romances, Terry
begins to question his decision to settle down.
After "Waiting to Exhale's"
gleeful, no-holds-barred male
bashing by its female characters, "The Brothers" serves as
a comical yet poignant
glimpse from the other side.
These guys want to be
understood and loved for
themselves, not just their
careers or money.
\tVriter-director Gar)
Hardwick never manages to
match "Exhale's" Joss

doubts. Jackson, the resident
pediatrician, is desperate for
intimacy but terrified of
commitment.
Meeting attractive,
available Denise (Gabrielle
Union) only complicates
matters further, particularly
when a secret about her past
is revealed.
Derrick still finds time
for the boys despite his
demanding wife, who doesn't
always meet his demands,
while Brian, the old school
bachelor, fights tooth-andnail to protect his independence from women who don't

as these four men clumsily
navigate the worlds of sex,
friendship and family, and
finally learn the hard way
that although they seem to
know and have it all, The
Brothers have a lot to learn
about women and, ultimately
themselves.

allure, but he adds a bawdy
humor all his own. The
performances are solid and
extremely funny, with Jennifer Lewis (playing Chestnut's
hot-to-trot mother) taking it
to a higher level.
It was fun to watch the
story's hilarious path unfold,

Why is TIAA-CREF the
#1 choice nationwide?
The TIAA-CREF
Advantage.
Year in and year out, employees at education and
research institutions have turned to TIAA-CREF
And for good reasons:

• Easy diversification among a range of expertly
managed funds
e A solid history of pe<formance and exceptional

personal service

e /A strong commitment to low ex.peflses

• Plus. a full range of flexible rettrement income options
For decades, TIAA-CREF has helped professors and staff

at over 10,000 campuses across the country invest for-

and enjoy--successful retirements.

THE TIAA-CREF
ADVANTAGE

Investment Expertise

Correction: Last week's article on the Battle of the Bands identified O.A.R.
as coming from Ohio University. The band actually attends Ohio State
University.

Low Expenses

THE DIRECT ROUTE TO
CAREER SUCCESS
LEADS TO

Customized

Payment Options

AIR fORCE ROTC.

Expert Guidance

Many college students have
no idea what they will do upon

graduation.

Choosing your retirement plan provider is simple.
Go with

the leader: TIAA-CREF

Ensuring the future
for those wllo shape it."

a

1.800.842.2776

www.tiaa-cref.org

for more complete information on our securities products, call 1.800.842.2733, ext. 5509, for prospectuses. Read ther carefully before you
invest, • TAA-CREF Individual and Institutional Sertkes, Inc. and Teachers Personal investors Services, inc. distribute securities products.
• ~ 1ftWl'arte t and Annuity Association {TAA), New 'York, N'Y and TAA-CREF Life insurance Co., New York, NY ifflR ,nsuranCI:'· and

aMUitieS, • TLAA--C:F.tf rrust c~ fS8 provides 1Mt SEnke;. • trrve.stm e.nt products are not FDC insured, may lose value- and are

not bank guaranteed. 4© 2001 eachers insurance and Annuity Association= College Retirernent Equities Fund, New York, NY 01A02

No such contusion for Atr Force ROTC
cadets, who have taken the direct ~ to

career success. They're learning leadership, and

preparing managerial skills they will use all thelr 1lves.
'They're taldng more responsibility, and gaining a greater

sense of 'self. On graduation day, they'll celebrate another
milestone: becoming an Air Force officer
How about you? Call

775-2730
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Lekership Exrlflere Starts Here
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Wright State's Sports Source.

Raiders pick up five more wins 'WWF
delivers

By Jason Seaman
Sports Editor

The Wright State baseball

Commentary

by Jason

team (14-13) has a great mix

of newcomers and veterans
making an impact. The
Raiders had a full week of
competition at Nischwitz
Stadium and several players
came up big in situations, as
WSU won five-of-six games.
The Raiders hosted
Anderson University and
defeated them 16-6 on
Tuesday.
Senior Chad Brant picked
up his second victory of the
season as he struck out six
for WSU.
Junior catcher Nick
Shields was a force at the
plate, as he hit two homers
and drove in six runners.
Wright State defeated
Bowling Green in their home
opener, 10-4 last Wednesday.
"I was really pleased with
the way our guys came out
swinging the bats," said
Raider head coach Ron
Nischwitz. "Bowling Green
made some errors, but we got
some key hits early in the
game with two outs. We have
been getting outstanding
hitting from freshman Trent
Matthews to the bottom of
the line-up."
Freshman Aaron Braden
pitched eight innings allowing
four runs on nine hits, while
striking out eight.
"We are very pleased with
freshman Aaron Braden,"
Nischwitz added. "He contin-

Seaman
Sports
Editor

Five years ago, not too
many people admitted they
liked or watched professional
wrestling. The late '90s,
however, proved to be a
tremendous boom in popularity for the sport.
I think it's funny when
people laugh at my friends
and I because once a month,
we get the wrestling pay-perviews. These same people

dish out as much or more

Junior designated hitter Matt Hay looks to go yard. He has three home runs this year.
ues to be an outstanding
pitcher. He pitched very well."
BGSU went up 1-0 in the
second inning, but the
Raiders responded with seven
runs in the next two innings.
Sophomore right fielder
Chris Tuttle had a pair of
runs batted in (RBI), freshman
second baseman Trent
Matthews was 3-for-4 with
three RBIs and three runs
scored and senior left fielder
Andrew Theado went 2-for-3
from the plate with three
RBIs.
Kent State visited
Nischwitz Stadium on Thurs-

day and was beat 9-8.
In the ninth inning, the
Raiders were walked seven
times to score four runs and
earn the win. Senior Scott
Marshall walked, junior Chris
Ranstead, junior Matt Hay
and Shields all began the
inning with walks. Links
struck out and Matthew flew
out, but Jake Hart, Morris and
Tuttle all drew four balls for
the victory. KSU issued 14
walks in the game.
"I don't think I have ever
witnessed that before,"
Nischwitz said.
KSU took a 4-1 lead after

four, five and six seed with

On the men's side, the
Raiders welcomed the newly
established men's team to the
MCC by giving up just eight
points collectively in the nine

three innings, but Wright

State got two runs in the
bottom of the fourth frame
and in the eighth.
Senior Jim Morris hit a
triple into the left-center gap
to bring in juniors Lance
Links and Tom Bohr. Junior
Joe Powers came in for the

save, but gave up a grand

slam to give the Golden
Flashes an 8-5 lead.
"That was a big triple in
the eighth inning," Nischwitz
added. "That's what really
won the ballgame for us

Wright State sweeps through MCC foe

By Justin Ross
Staff Writer

The Wright State men's
and women's tennis teams
traveled to Cleveland State
for Midwestern Collegiate
Conference competition on
Saturday. Both teams had

impressive wins with the

men's team completely
shutting out the Vikings, 7-0
and the women's winning 6-1.
On the women's side, the
team was paced by freshman
Kara Dunbar, who cleaned up
the number-two seed, defeating CSU's Fatiman Martin 6-0,
6-0. Sophomore Debbie
Campbell, junior Gloria
Montero and sophomore
Kyana Jackson all followed
this example and won the

the same score.
Junior Melissa DunhamFreer, the MCC Player of the
Week, won a
tight match
against
Brandy Cora,

7-6, 6-4, to

keep the
momentum
going for the
green and
gold at the
third seed.
Melissa
The
DunhamRaider
Freer
women took
two-of-three doubles matches
with Campbell and Jackson
winning 8-4, and Montero
teamed with Dunham-Freer to
win 8-1 over CSU.

matches.
"There is a little sympa-

thy there (because of the new
program), but it all comes
down to business," said
senior Mike Brush. "You have
to do what you have to do."
The Raiders swept all
three doubles matches 8-0,
and the closest a Viking came
to beating a Raider was 6-1, 61.
Freshman Quincy Jones
led the way at the numberone seed as he defeated
Frenna Gallo 6-1, 6-1. Similarly, junior Chad Derry
defeated Teman Koorez 6-1,

See "Baseball" p.18

6-1.

Junior Chad Camper had
little trouble with Patrick
Cortins in winning 6-1, 6-0, as
did senior Warren Gavin who

won his match 6-1, 6-1.

Senior
Mike Brush
beat down
John

Ostcaske 6-0,

6-1, and

junior Jim
Grombacher
didn't even
give JC
Ventura a
Mike Brush
chance to
breath on the court, beating
him 6-0 in both matches.

See "Tennis" p.18

money to order boxing ppv
and are usually disappointed.
It's a rip-off to spend that
kind of money to see Mike
Tyson pummel some opponent in two rounds, when at
least with the World Wrestling Federation (WWF), you
are guaranteed three hours of
sports entertainment.
The WWF delivered again
on Sunday with Wrestlemania
17 in the Astrodome in
Houston. They set an Astrodome attendance record with
67,925 people. 'Stone Cold'
Steve Austin capped off the
show turning on his fans and
def eating The Rock for the
Championship. Austin had
help from Vince McMahon, a
once bitter rival.
McMahon, whose XFL is
struggling in the ratings,
purchased his competition
last week. The chairman
bought rival, World Championship Wrestling, but will
keep the federation running,
in hopes of a profit and for
the "fake" competition.
At Wrestlemania, Chris
Jericho retained his Intercontinental Championship with a
victory over William Regal. In
the best technical match of
the night, Kurt Angle defeated Chris Benoit. Edge and
Christian won the tag titles
the Tables, Ladders and
Chairs match over the
Dudleys and the Hardys.
Undertaker beat Triple H.
If you watch wrestling
and have never ordered a
ppv, believe me when I say
they are entertaining and fun
to watch with your friends.
The WWF scores again.

in
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Dayton Bombers host Charlotte this week
Wednesday, April 4, 2001

By Jason Seaman
Sports Editor

The Dayton Bombers (4521-6) needed to end the
regular season with three
wins in regulation to win their
first Northwest Division
Championship.
Consequently, they won
two-of the-three and the
third-seeded Bombers will
face the Charlotte Checkers in
the quarterfinals of the 2001
Kelly Cup playoffs
weekend. Dayton was 2-0-1
against the Checkers this
year.
"The biggest thing is we
want to play our game but be
aware of their style," said
Dayton head coach Greg
Ireland. "They have a lot of
goal scorers, so they are a
dangerous team. They are one
of the most potent scoring
teams in the league."
Dayton hosts the Checkers twice this weekend, as
they try to get out of the first
round of the playoffs for the
first time in six years.
In 1994-95, the Bombers
beat the Huntington Blizzard,
3-1 to advance past the first
round of the playoffs.
Game one is Friday at
7:30 p.m. and the second
contest will be played Saturday night at 7:30 p.m.
The series will continue
Thursday and Saturday (if
necessary) in Charlotte.

"Dayton's crowd is always
loud and loyal, no matter how
big or small it is," Ireland
added. "I think we need to get
the message to our crowd
that they are the extra man
out there. They are our
seventh man. We need them
here. Dayton has waited a
heck of a long time for the
Dayton Bombers to get

through the first round. They
are part of that too. They
could be the difference that
gets us to the next round and
we need them supporting us."
The Bombers squeezed
out a 2-1 victory over the
Peoria Rivermen last Friday,

By Tony Arnold
Staff Writer

sity golf team carded a 907 in
placing 1 2-0f-15 teams at the

finished second and third
respectively.
Sophomore Jesse
Hutchins, who tied for 16th
after carding a 2 2 2, paced
WSU. He fired an opening
round of 73 followed by a 71
and 78.
Fellow sophomore John
Schones manned the number
two position for the Raiders.

this

Center Brad Holzinger wins a face off Friday night
against the Peoria Rivermen. The Bombers won the
game, 2-1. He recorded a pair of assists in Sunday's
0 victory over Johnstown.

3-

2-1.

Center Jamie Ling scored
both goals. Tom Nemeth, Bill

McCauley and Chris Thompson received assists in the
contest.
"Jamie's a warrior,"
Ireland added. "He battles, he
competes, he takes hits and
slashes to the face, and he
always seems to get the big
goal or the big point."
Alex Westlund was in
goal and recorded 42 saves.
"He's a rock back there
(in goal)," Ireland said. "He's a
leader on this team and the
backbone you need on a
hockey club."
The Bombers traveled to
Peoria Saturday night and lost
3-2. Dayton was down 2-0
early in the first, but they
rallied to tie the game on
scores by Jonathan Schill and
Jeff Mitchell.
44 seconds into the third
period, Peoria scored a goal
and held on for the 3-2 win.
Westlund had 36 saves in
goal for Dayton. .
"It was a hard-fought
battle," Ireland added. "We
had a chance to win it in the
third period. The guys
showed a lot of character as
they kept battling and didn't
quit."
Dayton ended the regular
season with a 3-0 shutout
over Johnstown.
In his fourth professional
start, goalie Andrew Allen
tallied his second shutout,
giving this years Bombers the
record for most shutouts in a

Wright State golf team takes
The Wright State

Univer-

LRSER OUEST
LIVI ACTION. LASER

TAG AT ITS BEST!

Tammie Stout
General Manager

LASER QUEST CENTERVILLE

201 East Alex-Bell Road
Centerville, Ohio 45459
Tel: (937) 434-0088
Fax: (937) 434-0066
http://www.laser quest. cor

Johnny Owens Invitational
hosted by the University of
Kentucky last weekend.
Miami proved to be in a
class of its own after rifling
an 866 to take home top
honors, easily distancing
itself from Xavier (866) and
Western Kentucky (882) who

6%
Got
Wine?
WI

B\IRFIELD ------

NE

1,000 wines from 20 Regions!
Over 200 Micro Brewed & Speciality Imported Beers

% Beer Tasting Every Friday 4p-7p
% Wine Tasting Every Saturday 12p - Sp

427-1007

1-675

I Fairfield Mall I

fairfieldwine@earthlink.net

In Gemini Plaza on N. Fairfield
Road. Next to Wallaby's, 1/2 mile._
south of the Mall at
Kemp Rd.
Fairfield Commons!
Rt.-35

.___«} lE

the ECHL Defenseman of the

Yearawardfor the second
consecutive year, his third
timeoverall.
He led alldefenders
with 68 points, 48 assists,
and a plus-28 rating.He
finished second in the
leagueoverall with 321
shots and set a record with
Ling for 72 games played.
Nemeth served as the

captain for the Northern

Conference All-Stars this
year.
"Tommy gives you

everything he's got," Ireland
said. "Hecomes out and
plays heart and soul hockey
every night."

season with seven. Allen had
a career-high 39 saves.
"Everyone was offensive
and our goaltender came up
big," Ireland said.
Brad Holzinger notched a
pair of assists while Mitchell
scored a goal and an assist.
Dayton set new franchise
records this year with wins
(45) and points (96).
"We are a team that
comes to battle every night,"
Ireland added. "Win, lose or
draw, I want to make sure we
leave everything on the ice.
We know each series we need
to adjust, but we don't want
to look further than the first
game in the playoffs."

12th at Kentucky
He finished
28th after
carding
rounds of
75,76 and 73
for a score of
224. Senior

Junichi

John Schones Hayashi
finished 54 th
overall as he shot rounds of

78,76 and 76 for a 230.

Junior Billy Day improved
with each round as he rifled a
79, 78 and a 76 to finish with
a 233 for 64th place. Freshman Brandon Merrill added a

236.

The Raiders will next
play at Ball State next weekend.

1. Miami

Top schools

2.Xavier

3. Western Kentucky

12. Wright State

WSU finishers

866

880

882

907

16. Jesse Hutchins, 73-7178-=222

28. John Schones, 75-76-73=224
54. Junichi Hayashi, 78-76-

76=230

64. Billy Day, 79-78-76=233
69. Brandon Merrill, 82-76-78

=236

,v=air<core ; _"g"

• Home Wine and Beer MakingSUPP? ,
Mon. -Sat. 11-7

Bombers notes

Tom Nemeth picked up
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WSU battles Ohio teams Raider track
Wednesday, April

team speeding up

By Justin Ross

Staff Writer

The Wright State softball
team hosted Miami last
weekend for a doubleheader
and split the games. The
Raiders (17-11) won the

By Tony Arnold
Staff Writer

home

opener 4-1, and then dropped
a close 4-2 nightcap against

the

Redhawks (12-16).

"We played very well the
first game," said Raiders head
coach Sheila Nahrgang. "We
only had one error the whole
day. We did what it took the
first game to win, and we just
came up a little short in the
second game."
Miami struck first in the
third inning with a single that
scored a runner from third
base but the Raiders an-

swered right back scoring in

the bottom half to tie the
game at one. Senior Michelle
Demmitt scored from second
off of junior Amber Price's
double to left field.
The game stayed tied at
one until the Raiders exploded, scoring the gamewinnin g three runs in the
bottom of the fifth.
It all started with senior
Kim Sycks' two-out home run
to left center to give the
Raiders the 2-1 advantage.
Amber Price then singled to
left center and scored off of a
big double to left field by
freshman Erin Hanlon. Hanlon
advanced to third on a wild
pitch andscored off freshman
Becky Babin's double to center

field to make it 4-1.

Sophomore Nikki Scott
was awarded the win, having
finished out junior Sheila
Hess's four innings of work.
The pair gave up just eight
hits and allowed just one
earned run.

Junior Amber Price scores a run against Miami on
Saturday as senior Kim Sycks waves her in.
Miami got their revenge
that night though, coming up
big in the last two innings to
steal away the win.
The Raiders led most of
the game, 1-0, after Sycks
scored junior Maria Barhorst
with a double to left center in
the first inning. That score
remained until Miami scored a
tying run in the sixth inning,
and then three more in the
seventh for the win.
WSU scored one more in
the bottom of the seventh, but
it was too little too late, as the
Raiders were left with a 4-2
loss.
"I give them a lot of credit,
they are a good team,"
Nahrgang said.
"It was a tough loss," said
sophomore Kristen Bultinck.
"We just didn't come up with
the hits we needed."
Sycks pitched the complete game and received the
loss, despite striking out eight.
The Raiders finished the
week with a home doubleheader against Youngstown
State Tuesday, where Wright

Earn up to 225 a mouth by donating potentially
life+saving plasma!

Visit our friendly, modem center and iind out more about the
opprtuni!y to earn cash while helping others.

Open 7 days
aweek.

Phone: 224-1973
Aventis 165 E: Helena st.
Dayton, OH 45404

State won garne one 3-0, and
game two, 1-0 in eight innings.

Scott pitched a shutout
win for WSU in game one.

Bultinck threw eight innings
and recorded eight strikeouts
in the second contest.
Game two was scoreless
until the bottom of the eighth.
Demmitt hit a 2-1 pitch that
popped up and was bobbled
by the Youngstown shortstop,
allowing Barhorst to score the
winni ng run.
"It was nice to come out
here and take two at home,"

Bultnick added.

This week WSU will play
all doubleheaders starting at
Toledo on Thursday. This
weekend will feature MCC
competition with Detroit on
Saturday and Sunday against
Cleveland State. Tuesday
Indiana will play here at 3 p.m.

Some solid-individual
performances proved to be
the highlight of the Wright
State track meet at Cedarville
this past weekend.
Sophomore Jessica Kuhr
proved to be a formidable
opponent, as she dominated
the 3,000-meter run en route
to a personal record. The
distance standout took
command of the race early on
and broke away from the
pack just a couple laps into
the race. She cruised home
for the victory in 10: 16.82.
Erin Wertalik turned in a solid
performance in the 10,000meters, placing third. The
graduate of Oakwood was
clocked at 40:59.1.
"I think she can go under
40 minutes at the MCC meet,"
said head coach Bob Schul.
Sophomore Cecy Kinne, a
graduate of Colerain High
School, ran the 5,000-meters
in 18:47.1 for fourth place,

while her former high school

teammate, Lori Siconolfi, was
seventh in 19:23.9.
Amanda Dalrymple was 7th
in the 100-meter hurdles in
16.28 and 7th in the 400meter hurdles in 69.87.
According to Schul, both were ·
her season bests. Sophomore
Kelli Strayer, a graduate of
Riverside High School, placed
fifth in the 100-meters in

13.06, while Jen Blackford

placed fifth in the javelin with
a throw of 97' 11".
"All of our ladies never
threw the javelin before this
year, so they are learning and
improving every week," Schul
added.
Jessica Stanley placed
6th in the discus with a throw
of 108' 11" and 10th in the
shot with a toss of 32' 3"
"Being away during Spring
break did not help us and we
have some catching up to
do," Schul said. "With warmer
weather and training, we will
continue to improve."
Wright State travels to
Athens Saturday for a matchup with Ohio University.

Campus Rec update
Campus Recreation intramurals teams for spring are do
Monday. Log on to www.wright.edu/students/rec/ and you
can keep up with what is going on. Remember, you have little
time to waste with the deadline for rosters being Monday,
April 9. Call Campus Rec at 775-5815 for more information.

110 Talbott Tower

Dayton, OH 45402
Telephone: (937) 228-3954
Fax (93 7) 228-4788
www.USAdecco.com
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RAIDER
CALENDAR

WED
4

BASEBALL

at
Ohio
State

TENNIS

SAT

7

SUN
8

at
Butler*

at
Butler*

at
Butler*

Eastern
Kentucky

Detroit#
1 p.m.

Cleveland
State#

Indiana

at
Toledo

SOFTBALL
Dayton
and
Xavier
3:30 p.m.

women
at
UIC*

6:30 p.m.
3p.m.

1 p.m

men
women
. vs.
at
DePaul Duquesne

at
Ball State lnvit.

GOLF

Home games in Bold.

10

at
Ohio

TRACK

DAYTON
BOMBERS

TUE

MON
9

FRI
6

THU
5

Charlotte Charlotte
7:30 p.m. 7:30 p.m.

* MCCGame

# Doubleheader

Raider Profile

#16 Kim Sycks

Senior pitcher/first base, softball
Piqua, OH/ Piqua H.S.

in my face."
Most memorable
moment in softball:
Birthday: August 7,
"When I was a sopho1979
more, I threw a noMajor: Organizahitter
against Loyola."
tional CommunicaMost embarrassing
Favorite TV show:
tions
moment in softball:
Nickname: "Turtle- "Friends"
"A line drive hit me in
Favorite musician:
my sister gave it to
the knee and when I
me a long time ago." Three Doors Down
fell
down, it looked
Favorite song:
Why you chose
like I was in slow
"Kryptonite" (Three
WSU: "I liked the
motion. It was also a
school and it is close Doors Down)
televised game last
Last CD purchased:
to home."
"Rule 3:36" (Ja Rule) year against Morehead
Why you chose
State."
Best book you've
your number: "I
Part of your game
read: "A Walk to Rehave always had
that needs improvemember" (Nicholas
#16."
ment: "My drop ball."
Favorite field: "Col- Sparks)
Best part of your
lege of Charleston- Favorite food:
game: "My overall
Pizza
it's brand new."
pitching and hitting."
Favorite drink:
Favorite softball
Where
do you see
Mountain Dew
player: Dot
Favorite ice cream yourself in 10 years:
Richardson
"Coaching and having
flavor: Chocolate
Favorite sports
a family with kids."
team: Atlanta Braves Favorite restaurant:
Four people you'd
Olive Garden
Favorite sport beinvite to dinner: "Greg
Hobbies: "Collecting
sides softball: Basturtles and shopping." Maddox, Michael Jorketball
dan, George Clooney
Pet peeve: "When
Favorite athlete:
and Tim McGraw."
people put their feet
Chipper Jones
Favorite actor:
George Clooney
Favorite actress:
Julia Roberts
Favorite movie: "Field
of Dreams"

homer over the right field
fence in the second inning.
because our pitching didn't
"It's been awhile since we
do the job."
have won both games in a
"Our team has a lot more doubleheader," Nischwitz
confidence. They are playing
added. "The team is playing
harder and you could see that well together. We are playing
today. They didn't give up
a lot of guys and the players
when we were down in the
are keeping good attitudes.
eighth inning, and they came
They are all ready to play
back."
whenever they get that
Wright State hosted
opportunity."
Marshall for a three-game
Scott Marshall (4-0)
weekend series. WSU swept
pitched six innings with five
the doubleheader, but was
strikeouts while junior Eric
defeated in the series finale.
Oberding picked up his
WSU won game one 11-6,
second save of the year.
game two 6-2, but dropped
"I continue to be pleased
the third game, 8-7.
with our pitching," Nischwitz
Links was unstoppable in said. "Marshall did another
game one as he was 3-for-3
good job today to pick up his
from the plate, including a
fourth win, and Oberding
home run, three runs scored
continues to do well out of
and two RBIs.
the bullpen."
Home runs also came off
The Thundering Herd
the bats of Hart, Shields
scored a run in the ninth on
(three hits) and Bohr.
Sunday for a 8-7 win. Hay
"We have been waiting for recorded three hits and drove
that power hitting all year,"
in two, while Ranstead, Links
Nischwitz said. "We have the
and Bohr added two hits.
capabilities of doing that.
WSU takes on Ohio State
That's a sign that we could
(20-5) at Bill Davis Stadium in
have a very good ballclub."
Columbus, Wednesday night
Junior Brian Stephens
at 6:30, before engaging in
pitched the complete game
Midwestern Collegiate Conferfor his first victory of the
ence play this weekend at
season. He collected eight
Butler. The Raiders battle the
strikeouts and gave up three
Bulldogs, last year's MCC
earned runs.
champions, Friday through
"Brian pitched very well,"
Sunday, with a doubleheader
Nischwitz said. "The last
on Saturday.
inning kept him from having
"We are anxious to get
a real good game. I was
into conference play,"
pleased with how he got his
Nischwitz added. "Hittingchangeup going today and
wise, we need to reduce our
got his control back. It's a
strikeouts and put the bat on
good time for that as we go
the ball. Our pitchers need to
into conference play next
continue to throw strikes."
weekend."
Wright State comes back
The Raiders scored six
home Tuesday for a match-up
runs on three hits for a 6-2
with Eastern Kentucky in
decision in game two. One of
their first night game of the
those hits came off the bat of year. The first pitch is at 6:30
Hay, who blasted a two-run
p.m.

"Baseball" continued

"Tennis" continued

The men's tennis team
wrapped up play this week
hosting the University of
Dayton on Tuesday. Th e
Raiders sent the Flyers back
across town as they defeated

Dayton, they think about UD,
but hopefully, they will look
in the paper and see Wright
State beat them 6-1, and we'll
get some more respect."
Next up the Raiders

"I remember from the
years before I came to Wright
State, Dayton was the team to
beat," Brush added. "Ever
since I have been here, we
have beaten them. When
people think about tennis in

Duquesne on Sunday at 9
a.m. The women host Dayton
Wednesday at 3:30 p.m. The
women then hit the road for
matches with MCC foe UIC on
Friday and DePaul on Satur-

UD, 6-1.

men's team will be hosting

gg9Epp]gpa
Guaranteeu starting pay!
day.

10-40 hrs/wk. we train!

Co-ops/Scholarships awarded. Conditions Exist.

Call Mon.-Fri., 12-6 pm 436-3580

www.workforstudents.com

Wednesday, April

$13.25 base-appt.

guaranteed starting pay.
Fun work environment with
other students. 10-40 hours/
week around classes/other

job. Co-ops/Scholarships

awarded, conditions exist.
Customer services/sales, no
telemarketing, no door-todoor sales. No experience
necessary, we train. Must
have positive attitude and
good people skills.
www.workforstudents.com

Call Monday-Friday, 12-6,

937-436-3580.

www.earnparttime.com
NCR Country Club is now
hiring part-time seasonal
staff, servers, bartenders,
banquet cooks, dishwashers. Must be available
evenings and weekends.
Apply in person at 4435
Dogwood Trail, Kettering,
OH or call 643-6969.

College park room
available for immediate
lease take over. Must be
male. If interested please

call 740-397-1306 or email

rpj4 l@yahoo.com

Red Deer Apts. Studio, 1 +
2 Bedrooms call 878-7758
Reduced Deposit!
PLAN AHEAD!
Reserve Now!
For SUMMER & FALL!
Minutes from campus &
downtown, Quick access to
Route 35, Seven laundry

closet space, Private
entrances, Resort-style
amenities
WOODMAN PARK

(888) 824-3072

4996 Woodman Park Drive
Just North Of Route 35
Pre-apply online at
villagegreen.com
EHO

For Rent

2-br end unit, fireplace,

118

Work on campus F/T or
P /T for as little as 5-10
hrs/wk or as many as
40hrs./wk. Be your own
boss. Create your own
schedule. Limited posi-

tions. Call 1-800-808-7442
x80.

CIMARRON- Large 2-story,

washer/ dryer furnished,
1.5 baths, central heat/air,

$750/2-$800/3. No

application fee. Available
June 10. 1396 Cimarron,

320-1355

Amity Green Apartments.
Large one and two
bedroom apartments,
range, refrigerator, A/C,
carpet, and mini-blinds.
Five minutes to WSU +
WP AFB, plus major
shopping centers. 8792525.
Walking Distance to WSU, 2
br OFF Campus Forest

Lane. 937-879-5184

CIMARRON, Walk to Cam-

pus. 3 BR available May 1,

2001. Washer/Dryer furnished, 1.5 baths. Please

call Paul 320-1355.

298-2822.

Abortions thru 24 weeks.
Free pregnancy test. 1401
E. Stroop Road 293-3917.
www.womensmedcenter.com

facilities on site, Abundant

NOW ACCEPTING RESERVATIONS
FOR SUMMER AND FALL
OCCUPANCY
ON 1, 2, & 3 BEDROOMS
GOING QUICKLY!!
Voted #1 by WSU, Close to
campus, Electric & heat
included in some units, Onsite laundry facilities,
Planned social activities,
Clubhouse with pool
sundeck & sand volleyball
1 Bedroom from $445
2 Bedrooms from $ 520
MAPLEVIEW APTS.

$10/hr GUARANTEED-

CONSIDERING ABORTION?
Information on a women's
choices. Free pregnancy
testing and pregnancy
exams. Three convenient
locations; Dayton, Xenia,
Huber Heights. Call Miami
Valley Women's Center.

Springbreak 2001! Hotels,

4, 2001 The Guardian 19

An Outstanding
Place to Work!

Moraine Country Club
is now hiring for the
following positions:

- Servers
-Bartenders
-Cooks

-Receptionist

If you have a strong work ethic
and a positive attitude,
we can offer:

-Matching IRA
-Paid Holidays

Outstanding Wages
-Paid Sick Days

-Health Insurance

-A Fun Working Environment!
We will accept applications
Wednesday-Sunday between
2:00pm and 5:00pm.
No phone calls please, or email

resumes to club)O]@aol.com

Bars, Restaurants. Daytona
Beach, Panama City, Key
West, South Padre,
www.yourspringbreak.com

For Sale. Magazines

including many others are
too timid to carry.
NEWSREADERS

BOOKSTORE serving

Fairborn, Wright State, and

WPAFB. 879-4444.

Hot Summer Nights are on
the way! Cool off with a
6,000 BTU air conditioner.
One year old, $125. Great
Bargain! Call Michael at
(93 7) 532-6437.

878-3973

Old Yellow-Spirngs Rd.

Mon.-Fri. 10-6 Sat. 9-5

Sun. 12-5 by appointment
villagegreen.com

Some restrictions apply

Services

FREE DETAILS! Raise funds
for your Fraternity,
Sorority, school,
Organization, etc. Large or

Small. Perfectly legal. Earn

thousands, Great money
raiser! Contact Connolly

International Corp., Box

283-M, Folsom, PA 19033-

Phone/Fax: 1-610328-7460

NEED MOTORIST ASSISTANCE?
BATTERY JUMP
AIR FOR A FLAT
A GALLON OF GAS,
IF YOU RUN OUT ON A
CAMPUS ROADWAY

0283.

Razor Bumps, Ingrown
Hairs? Try Bumphree for
proven results! Send for
FREE sample. Email to:

ecampbell@sgci.com visit

Http://www.bumphree.com

CALL PARKING AND TRANSPORTATION

AT 775-2528

BETWEEN 8PM AND 10PM MONDAY
THROUGH THURSDAY

CALL 231-7114

•.·.-.-

....
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Palm Pilot

You could WIN one of three
Palm Pilots personal organizers
or another great prize!
53 Exciting Prizes!

3 Grand Prize Awards:
Palm lllxe personal

■

2 5 First

$25

organizer

Prize Awards:

The Pharm Gift

Certificate

25 Second Prize Awards:
$ 25 Damon's Gift

Certificate

Entering is easy!

FREE
Lotsa Spring
This Week!

• Complete the Entry Form in this ad.
• Visit The Pharm in Fairborn and drop your completed Entry Form in the
Sweepstakes Entry Box at our Service _counter.
14, 2001
Sweepstakes valid at Fairborn location only.
No purchase necessary. Must be 16 years or older to enter.
See "Official Rules" in store for complete details.

• Entry deadline: April

\Nater

r----------------------------------~
PHARM DEEPER DISCOUNT
Valid through 4/8/01
Coupon vahd only at

The Pharm in

FREE

Fairborn.

PLU#543

Get one ( 1) 1

Lotsa Spring
with any

2 pack, 1 /2

Water
$ 1 0 purchase.

liter

TENDER
AS
COUPON

----~~~-~-------------------------

OFFICIAL ENTRY FORM
Name:

~

Address:

_State:

..City:
Phone: (

Zip:

)_

Age:
_
NO PURCHASE REQUIRED. See Official Contest Rules in store.

Proudly owned by Spartan Stores, Inc.

Store

Offer available at your Fairborn store.
21 E. Dayton-Yellovv Springs Rd.

Phone: 878-8586 Pharmacy Phone: 878-7676

